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Highly accurate spectral retardance characterization of a liquid crystal
retarder including Fabry-Perot interference effects
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Multiple-beam Fabry-Perot (FP) interferences occur in liquid crystal retarders (LCR) devoid of an
antireflective coating. In this work, a highly accurate method to obtain the spectral retardance of
such devices is presented. On the basis of a simple model of the LCR that includes FP effects and
by using a voltage transfer function, we show how the FP features in the transmission spectrum can
be used to accurately retrieve the ordinary and extraordinary spectral phase delays, and the voltage
dependence of the latter. As a consequence, the modulation characteristics of the device are fully
determined with high accuracy by means of a few off-state physical parameters which are
wavelength-dependent, and a single voltage transfer function that is valid within the spectral range
C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4861635]
of characterization. V

I. INTRODUCTION

Liquid crystal retarders (LCR) are very useful commercial devices that act as low-order linear wave-plates with
fixed orientation and variable retardance, tunable upon
applied voltage. Therefore, they are employed in a variety of
applications that require control of the intensity, the phase,
or the polarization state of the input light beam, thus becoming key components in advanced optical instruments for optical microscopy, interferometry, polarimetry, or ellipsometry.
In all cases, the precise determination of the LCR optical
modulation, as a function of both the applied voltage and
the wavelength, is very important to achieve accurate and
reliable results with the instruments where they are incorporated. However, often users of LCR devices must perform
their own characterization of their optical properties, either
because they do not have access to fabrication details or
because the information provided by manufacturer may not
be sufficiently accurate.
Under the common assumption of a linear retarder (i.e.,
the LC device is assumed not to introduce depolarization or
diattenuation), the retardance is usually determined by intensity measurements when placing the wave-plate between
linear parallel or crossed polarizers, oriented at 645 with
respect to the principal axis.1 Such a simple system, when
illuminated with a continuous broadband light source,
presents a spectral transmission with sinusoidal oscillations,
since the spectral retardance /ðkÞ is approximately proportional to k1. This oscillating spectrum can be employed to
characterize the /ðkÞ function of wave-plates with fixed
retardation,2–4 as well as of liquid crystal retarders,5,6 and
related tunable wavelength filters.7
However, multireflection Fabry-Perot (FP) interference
effects in wave-plates might become relevant. In particular,
0021-8979/2014/115(3)/033101/9/$30.00

they modify the intensity transmission, and the spectral retardation does not only depend on the plate thickness and material birefringence but also on the interference condition.8
Such effects have been reported in different types of LCR
devices and LC displays.9–13 In most devices, these are
minor effects that affect the main source of optical modulation, which is the voltage dependent variation of the effective
retardance. However, FP effects are enhanced in devices of
larger reflectivity, or by introducing the LC element into a
cavity, in order to build birefringent tunable filters.14–17
These type of filters show advantages such as continuous
tuning, low power consumption, compactness, and reliable
performance without any movable components. Related
applications include wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM) communication systems18 or wavelength filtering
for microscopy.19
Usually, LCR devices include antireflective coatings
centered at the operating wavelength range which prevent
from FP interference effects caused by multiple reflections
within the LC cell. However, some manufacturers avoid
coating to reduce costs. In this situation, a non-negligible
reflection is produced in the inner surfaces of the device and
FP interference effects arise. They are visible in the broadband spectrum in the form of rapid oscillation variations of
the transmission curve. The consideration of these effects to
derive the phase delays and phase retardation properties of
liquid crystals was proposed in the early stages of LC technology.9 Here, we recover this idea and show how useful it
is in order to very precisely determine the modulation properties of modern LCR devices.
New aspects that improve the measurement of the retardation and phase delay functions are now additionally considered. First, the Jones matrix LCR model that accounts for
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FP interferences is introduced. By means of this matrix, a
complete analysis of the different polarization configurations
is possible. Second, the spectral and voltage dependence of
the LCR retardance is fully described by using the spectral
retardance characteristics in the absence of applied voltage,
and a single voltage transfer function g(V).6 In this work, we
extend such a technique to include FP effects. As a result,
not only the retardance is accurately determined as a function of wavelength ðkÞ but also both the ordinary and extraordinary phase delays. While most of the LCR applications
rely on the retardance variation, let us remark that the knowledge of the absolute phase delays might also be relevant.
The voltage transfer function g(V) is evaluated by simultaneously accounting for its effect on both the extraordinary
phase delay and on the retardance, thus providing a reliable
measurement. Consequently, the experimental results are in
excellent agreement with the model simulations.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the Jones
matrix model that accounts for the FP interferences is introduced. Section III describes the experimental setup. In Sec.
IV we discuss the experimental results. Finally, Sec. V contains the conclusions of our work.
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retardance at the maximum voltage. The LC alignment in
this compensator is 90 rotated with respect to the main LC
layer. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the compensator does not induce additional multiple reflection effects.
In this approximation, the Jones matrix characterizing
the LCR transmission, MLCR, will be the product of two
Jones matrices: the compensator layer matrix and that corresponding to the main LC layer, the latter including the multiple reflection FP effect.
The matrix of the main LC layer, MFP, including the FP
interference, is given by
 iu

0
te e e
;
(1)
MFP ¼
0
to eiuo
where te/o and ue/o are, respectively, the modulus and phase
of the complex transmission coefficients in the extraordinary
and ordinary axes. These complex transmission coefficients
correspond to the FP interference;20 when identical reflection
on the inner electrode layers is considered (re/o for each
polarization component), they read as:
te eiue ¼ ei/e

1  re2
;
1  re2 ei2/e

(2a)

to eiuo ¼ ei/o

1  ro2
;
1  ro2 ei2/o

(2b)

II. JONES MATRIX MODEL

Although a LC device usually involves several different
layers (the LC layer, electrode layers, and protector glass
layers) we assume here a simplified model which, as it is
shown next, provides an accurate enough description of the
observed effects. A scheme of this model is displayed in
Fig. 1. Normal incidence on the LCR is considered, and the
device is regarded to consist of a single LC layer. Multiple
reflections are assumed to occur only at the surfaces on each
side of the LC layer; typically this corresponds to reflections
at the electrodes. The LC director is considered aligned with
the x-axis, corresponding to the extraordinary axis (E-axis).
The y-axis is the ordinary axis (O-axis), and light propagation is assumed along the z-axis. An additional compensator
LC layer is sometimes added to compensate the residual

and

where /e and /o are the phase shifts along the extraordinary
and ordinary axis, related to the corresponding refractive
indices as
/e=o ¼

2p
ne=o d:
k

(3)

Here, d is the thickness of the LC layer, k is the wavelength,
and ne/o are the extraordinary and ordinary LC refractive
indices, respectively. Typically, FP interference is characterized in terms of the finesse parameter. Here, two finesse parameters are required, one for each neutral axis, defined as
F e=o ¼ 

2
4re=o
2
1  re=o

2 :

(4)

Therefore, the transmittance in the extraordinary and ordinary axes is readily written as
Te=o ¼ jte=o j2 ¼

FIG. 1. Schematics of multiple reflection FP effects in a variable LCR.
Brown shapes indicate the orientation of the LC director in main and compensator layers.

1

:
1 þ F e=o sin2 /e=o

(5)

Let us note that if no FP effects were regarded (i.e., no
multiple reflections on both sides of the LC layer), the reflection coefficients re/o in Eq. (2) would be zero and, therefore,
the matrix in Eq. (1) would correspond to a linear waveplate, with retardance D/ ¼ /e  /o . However, because of
the FP interference effects, the LC layer acts as a linear
retarder with a total effective retardance Du ¼ ue  uo , and
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intensity transmission in each axis given by To ¼ jto j2 and
Te ¼ jte j2 , respectively. Such effective retardance Du is in
general different than the difference D/ between the extraordinary and ordinary phase shifts, due to the additional phase
introduced by the fractional term in Eqs. (2).
The Jones matrix describing the compensator layer is:

MC ¼

eiCo
0

0
eiCe


;

(6)

where Co and Ce are the phase shifts introduced by the compensator. Because the LC director is rotated 90 in this layer
with respect to the main LC layer, the ordinary and extraordinary axes are exchanged with respect to Eq. (1). Thus, the
compensator layer introduces an additional retardance
DC ¼ Ce  Co , of opposite sign with respect to Du.
Finally, absorption losses in the device are included by
means of a third matrix with amplitude real valued parameters ae/o in the range [0,1] that account for the overall absorption along the LCR principal axes. It reads:


ae 0
:
(7)
MA ¼
0 ao
Although absorption losses could be included directly in
Eqs. (1) and (6), this decomposition differentiates the main
contributions of the LC device (the central LC layer with
FP effects included, and the compensator layer), which are
considered to be ideal non-absorbing elements. As it will be
shown, this approximation is good enough for low absorption devices, as it is the case here.
Thus, the overall Jones matrix of the LC retarder, MLCR,
can readily be written as
!
ae te eiðue Co Þ
0
: (8)
MLCR ¼ MA MC MFP ¼
0
ao to eiðuo Ce Þ
The Jones matrix in Eq. (8) will be used in the following to
describe the optical properties of the LCR device.
In the usual situation, the LCR is inserted in between
two linear polarizers. If the transmission axes of these polarizers are oriented at angles h1 and h2 with respect to the LC
director axis, respectively, the Jones matrix sequence for
calculating the output is:

Jout ¼

cos2 ðh2 Þ

sinðh2 Þcosðh2 Þ
!
cosðh2 Þ
id
¼ te
;
sinðh2 Þ

sinðh2 Þcosðh2 Þ
sin2 ðh2 Þ

!
 MLCR 

cosðh1 Þ

!

sinðh1 Þ
(9)

where the complex transmittance is given by
teid ¼ cosðh1 Þcosðh2 Þae te eiðue þCo Þ
þ sinðh1 Þsinðh2 Þao to eiðuo þCe Þ ;

(10)

and the normalized intensity transmission can be calculated as

T ¼ jtj2 ¼ cos2 ðh1 Þcos2 ðh2 ÞAe Te þ sin2 ðh1 Þsin2 ðh2 ÞAo To
þ 2cosðh1 Þcosðh2 Þsinðh1 Þsinðh2 Þ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 Ae Ao Te To cosðue  uo  DCÞ:

(11)

Here Ae=o ¼ a2e=o is the absorbance, and Te=o ¼ jte=o j2 is the
FP normalized transmittance in the E and O axis, as defined
in Eq. (5). Note that Eq. (11) reduces to T ¼ Ae=o Te=o for
h1 ¼ h2 ¼ 0; and h1 ¼ h2 ¼ p=2, respectively.
In general, since Te and To are different, certain diattenuation is introduced by the device. Note that this occurs even
when considering equal absorption and reflection coefficients
in each axis, since the phase shifts /e and /o are different.
This simplification is adopted for the simulation results presented next.
III. SIMULATED SPECTRAL TRANSMISSION

In this section, simulation results are shown to illustrate
how FP interference affects the retardance of a LCR. The
LCR transmittance modeled in Eq. (11) is numerically calculated. For simplicity, we assume that the reflection coefficients at normal incidence do not depend on the ordinary or
extraordinary polarization, so that a single reflection coefficient r ﬃ ro ﬃ re can be considered. This can be assumed as
a reasonable first order approximation since in general the
values for the LC extraordinary and ordinary refractive indices are very similar. We additionally, at this point, ignore the
compensator layer, so we assume Ce ¼ Co ¼ 0, as well as no
absorption losses (ae ¼ ao ¼ 1).
A realistic LC layer 8 lm thick of refractive indices no ¼
1:60 and ne ¼ 1:74 is considered (i.e., birefringence
Dn ¼ 0:14) in order to retrieve the phase shifts functions /e
and /o (Eq. (3)). In Fig. 2, the LCR transmittance for various
values of the reflection coefficient r is plotted when no analyzer is considered in the system and in the same spectral
range (450 to 750 nm) as in the experiments reported in the
next section. Figures 2(a)–2(c) show the normalized transmission for linearly polarized light aligned on the ordinary and
extraordinary orientations (i.e., To ¼ jto j2 and Te ¼ jte j2 in
Eq. (5)), for values r ¼ 0.1, 0.25, and 0.5 (thus the corresponding finesse values are F ¼0.04, 0.28, and 1.78, respectively).
No polarized analyzer is considered here, so all transmission
variations are produced by the FP effect. In all cases, the spectra display typical FP oscillations which become more relevant
as the value of r increases. The two curves are shifted due to
the different refractive index of each component. Maxima in
these curves occur at wavelengths for which the corresponding
phase shift, /e=o ; is an integer multiple of p radians. Figure
2(d) shows, for the previous three values of r, the LCR transmittance when the device is illuminated with equal power in
the E and O components, i.e., illumination with non-polarized
light, circularly polarized light, or linearly polarized light
oriented 45 to the neutral axes. In this situation, the transmittance is the average of the corresponding E and O curves
shown in the (a)-(c) panels. Note the beat shaped spectrum of
the transmittance in Fig. 2(d), with maxima at wavelengths
where the E and O transmission are both maxima, and nodes
at wavelengths where the E and O transmission are p-shifted.
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FIG. 2. Normalized transmission for input linearly polarized light along the E and O-axes, for a 8 lm thick LC layer with no ¼ 1.60 and ne ¼ 1.74 and no analyzer in the system. (a) r ¼ 0.10, (b) r ¼ 0.25, and (c) r ¼ 0.50. (d) Corresponding transmission for input non-polarized light, circularly polarized light or linearly polarized light at 45 with respect to the neutral axes.

Figure 3(a) shows the effective retardance Du ¼ ue  uo
if r ¼ 0, r ¼ 0:25, and r ¼ 0:5. For r ¼ 0, the effective
retardance obviously coincides with that of a linear waveplate,
D/ ¼ /e  /o , since no multiple FP reflections occur.
However, when r ¼
6 0 the FP effect introduces variations in
the effective retardance curve, which now oscillates around
the curve for r ¼ 0. Such effects have been described in
Ref. 8. The strength of these oscillations is higher for larger
values of the reflection coefficient r and they disappear at
values D/ ¼ mp, being m an integer.
Finally, Fig. 3(b) shows the normalized transmission in
Eq. (11) for the LCR inserted between linear polarizers with
angles h1 ¼ þ45 and h2 ¼ 45 . This configuration (or its
complementary) is commonly employed to characterize the
retardance in LCR devices.1,6 In the absence of FP effects, the
normalized transmission is given simply by T ¼ sin2 ðD/=2Þ
where D/ ¼ /e  /o (blue curve in Fig. 3(b)). However, the
results in Fig. 3(b) show that when FP interference effects are
present, they introduce additional oscillatory features superposed on the curves, which increase as the reflection coefficient r increases. Therefore, ignoring these FP contributions
might lead to improper retardance characterization, which
might become an important source of errors if such retarders
are used in other instruments.
IV. APPLICATION TO A LCR DEVICE
FIG. 3. Spectral effective retardance Du ¼ ue  uo (a) normalized transmission (b) in between polarizers with orientations h1 ¼ þ45 and
h2 ¼ 45 , for r ¼ 0, r ¼ 0:25 and r ¼ 0:50, respectively.

We have observed the above-mentioned FP effects in a
commercial LCR device from ArcOptix.21 A visible spectrometer (Stellar-Net, model EPP2000) was used to analyze
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the transmission of the device in different cases. The LCR
was illuminated by the continuous broadband light spectrum
of a tungsten lamp (Stellar Net SL1). Figures 4(a)–4(c) show
the captured spectra for linearly polarized light parallel to
the E and O axes and also for linearly polarized light at 45
to the neutral axes. In all cases, no voltage was applied to the
device, and the spectra are normalized with respect to the
input beam. No polarizer analyzer was included in these
experiments.
The oscillatory FP spectra described in the previous
section is observed experimentally, including the beats in
Fig. 4(c). Note that the spectrum is not the same in the E and
O axes. For instance, an arrow in Figs. 4(a) to 4(c) indicates
the measured transmission at 500 nm. The E component
presents a maximum, while the O component presents a minimum. Therefore, this wavelength corresponds to a node in
the beat curve in Fig. 4(c). Within the measured spectral
range, the curve in the extraordinary axis shows 33 maxima,
while only 30 maxima are observed in the ordinary axis.
This is the expected situation, where the extraordinary phase
shift is greater than the ordinary phase shift.
A. Experimental fit without applied voltage

The results in Fig. 4 allow to numerically evaluate the
parameters of the physical model described in Sec. II.
However, various considerations must be taken into account.
First, the spectral absorbances in each axis Ae=o ðkÞ are in
general wavelength dependent. Second, the reflection coefficients re=o ðkÞ, and thus the corresponding spectral finesses,
F e=o ðkÞ, might also depend on the wavelength. Finally, the
LC refractive indices exhibit spectral dispersion.22,23 Hence,
the spectral functions ne=o ðkÞ must be considered to evaluate
the spectral phase shifts /e=o ðkÞ and the associated spectral
effective retardance DuðkÞ ¼ ue ðkÞ  uo ðkÞ.

J. Appl. Phys. 115, 033101 (2014)

The procedure undertaken in order to fit the experimental data to the described physical model is as follows. First,
the extraordinary and ordinary spectral absorbances Ae=o ðkÞ
were determined from the experimental data in Figs. 4(a)
and 4(b). This was done by sampling the function at the maxima in the curves. At these wavelengths, the FP interference
condition in Eq. (5) is Te=o ¼ 1. Therefore, the transmittance
in Eq. (11) at these wavelengths is T ¼ Ae for the extraordinary axis ðh1 ¼ h2 ¼ 0Þ, and T ¼ Ao for the ordinary axis
ðh1 ¼ h2 ¼ p=2Þ; respectively. The sampled results were
then fitted to a third order polynomial function Ae=o (k) ¼ A0
þ A1k þ A2k2 þ A3k3.
The second step was to use the same maxima to adjust
the spectral phase shifts /e=o ðkÞ. At these wavelengths, since
the transmittance is maximum, the phase shift must be an
integer value of p radians, with increasing phase shift for
lower wavelengths. The order m of the maxima can be
derived by comparing two consecutive maxima3 as follows.
The two wavelengths km and kmþ1 corresponding to these
consecutive maxima are determined ðkmþ1 < km Þ. The phase
shift at these wavelengths is therefore /e=o ðkm Þ ¼ mp and
/e=o ðkmþ1 Þ ¼ ðm þ 1Þp, respectively, with m an integer
value. Equation (3) also relates these two phase shifts as:
/e=o ðkmþ1 Þ ne=o ðkmþ1 Þ km
:
¼
/e=o ðkm Þ
ne=o ðkm Þ kmþ1

(12)

Since the two maxima are rather close in the spectrum, the
refractive index dispersion can be neglected and the ratio
ne=o ðkmþ1 Þ=ne=o ðkm Þ can be approximated as the unity. Thus,
the following approximated relation can be derived:
mﬃ

kmþ1
:
kmþ1  km

(13)

Applying this relation over various pairs of consecutive maxima permits to assure the correctness of the derived value,
despite of neglecting the dispersion.
Finally, the finesse functions F e=o ðkÞ were adjusted
from the amplitude of the oscillations in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b).
Let us point out that the non-constant amplitude of these FP
oscillations denotes indeed wavelength-dependent finesse.
The shape of these oscillations, with two bands, suggests
selecting a empirical spectral finesse function of the following type:
2

2

F e=o ðkÞ ¼ F 0 þ F 1 ea1 ðkk1 Þ þ F 2 ea2 ðkk2 Þ ;

FIG. 4. Experimental normalized spectral transmission for the Arcoptix
LCR in the absence of applied voltage and input linearly polarized light (a)
parallel to the extraordinary axis, (b) parallel to the ordinary axis, (c) at 45
with respect to the axes.

(14)

among other kind of functions that could be adopted. Here
F 0;1;2 and a1;2 are constants to be adjusted, and k1;2 are two
wavelengths where the two finesse bands are centered. These
parameters are adjusted for the E and O axis independently.
The results of this procedure are depicted in Fig. 5.
Figure 5(a) shows the spectral absorbance functions, and the
spectral finesse functions. The spectral absorbance is very
similar for both components. The spectral finesses are also
similar, with values in between 0.03 and 0.12, and with two
main sidelobes. The corresponding reflection coefficients are
limited to low values as re=o < 0:17. Figure 5(b) shows the
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FIG. 5. Results after fitting process: (a) Spectral absorbance and spectral finesse for ordinary and extraordinary components. (b) Spectral ordinary and extraordinary phase shifts, and spectral retardance.

derived extraordinary and ordinary spectral phase shifts,
/e ðkÞ and /o ðkÞ, as well as their difference D/ðkÞ: The numerical spectral normalized transmittances, both for the ordinary and extraordinary components, are presented in Figs.
4(a) and 4(b), superimposed on the experimental data. Figure
4(c) shows also the simulated spectral transmittance that is
derived by averaging the simulated curves in Figs. 4(a) and
4(b). In the three cases, the agreement with the experimental
curve is excellent, thus assessing the accuracy of the physical
model and fitting procedure.
However, the retardance displayed in Fig. 5(b) does not
correspond to the LCR total effective retardance for two reasons: (1) these phase shifts are /e ðkÞ and /o ðkÞ, and their
difference D/ðkÞ does not include the phases added by the
FP interferences, although these might be small due to the
low finesse values, and (2) more importantly, the compensator layer retardance was not included. This last contribution
becomes evident by performing the classical experiment,
where the spectral transmission is measured when the LCR
is placed in between linear polarizers oriented at angles
h1 ¼ 45 and h2 ¼ 645 . As mentioned earlier, in the absence
of FP effects, the normalized transmission in this configuration is given by the relation T? ¼ sin2 ðD/=2Þ, for crossed
polarizers, or Tk ¼ cos2 ðD/=2Þ, for parallel polarizers.6
Figure 6(a) shows the normalized data for the classical
experiment, where both polarizers were set parallel at 45 to
the LC director axis. The absorption losses of the final analyzer are considered by dividing the experimental data by the
polarizer normalized transmission along its transmission
axis. As discussed previously, now the spectrum in Fig. 6(a)
shows rapid FP oscillations superimposed on the slowly
varying sinusoidal behavior due to the spectral variations in
the retardance. Figure 6(a) also shows the numerical simulation (green curve) of the spectral transmission using Eq. (11)
and the data in Fig. 5. The simulated curve is clearly shifted
from the experimental one, thus revealing that the device
effective retardance is smaller than that derived in Fig. 5(b).
Figure 6(b) shows the retrieved spectral retardances. The
effective retardance DuðkÞ of the main LC layer, which
includes the FP phase effects (green curve) is very similar to
the D/ðkÞ curve shown in Fig. 5(b). However, the FP phase
effects can be noticed around 570 nm (where the finesse

takes higher values), in the form of weak rapid oscillations.
Two more curves are included, namely, the compensator
spectral retardance DCðkÞ (red curve), and the total LCR
retardance DuT ðkÞ ¼ DuðkÞ  DCðkÞ (blue curve). The
DCðkÞ curve is calculated so that DuT ðkÞ provides the best
fit to the experimental transmittance, as shown in Fig. 6(a).
B. Experimental fit with applied voltage

Our study is now extended to the situation where voltage
is applied to the LCR device. The previous results were
obtained in the absence of applied voltage and therefore they

FIG. 6. (a) Experimental spectral transmission of the LCR in between linear
polarizers oriented at h1 ¼ h2 ¼ 45 , and the corresponding simulation with
and without including the compensator layer. (b) Spectral retardance for the
main LC and for the compensator layer, and LCR total retardance.
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correspond to the case of maximum retardance. When a
voltage (V) is applied to the LCR device, it results in a LC
director molecular tilt that changes the effective extraordinary refractive index. The effective birefringence of the
main LC layer is then voltage dependent, namely Dnef(V)
¼ nef(V)  no. If the tilt towards the z-axis is complete, then
the effective extraordinary refractive index is nef ¼ no and
Dnef ¼ 0. This variation can be described by a voltage transfer function,6,7 defined as:
gðV Þ 

nef ðV Þ  no
:
ne  no

(15)

This normalization function monotonically decreases from 1
(no tilt) to 0 (complete tilt) upon applied voltage. Using this
transfer function, the full optical properties of the LCR can be
fully retrieved from its characteristics in the off-state (no applied
voltage). For instance, the voltage dependent retardance of the
main LC layer in the absence of FP effects is now given by
D/ðV; kÞ ¼

2pd
Dnef ðV; kÞ ¼ gðV ÞD/ð0; kÞ;
k

(16)

where D/ð0; kÞ is the retardance function without applied
voltage. This relation indicates that the LC tilt reduces the
retardance in the same proportion for all wavelengths. The
above voltage transfer function was applied in Ref. 6 to a
LCR device devoid of FP effects and the device spectral
retardance was characterized.
We now modify the reported procedure to describe the
changes in the FP interferences of our actual device when

voltage is applied. The voltage induced change in the extraordinary refractive index modifies the extraordinary phase
shift, /e ðV; kÞ. From Eqs. (3) and (15), it can be directly
related to the transfer function gðVÞ as


/e ðV; kÞ ¼ gðV Þ/e ðV ¼ 0; kÞ þ 1  gðV Þ /o ðkÞ; (17)
where /e ðV ¼ 0; kÞ is the extraordinary phase shift in the
absence of applied voltage, and /o ðkÞ is the ordinary phase
shift (which does not change with voltage, but it is spectral
dependent).
The voltage induced variations in /e ðV; kÞ affect the FP
interference condition, and therefore the phase ue ðV; kÞ is
also voltage dependent. Thus, the global LCR effective
retardance, which again is the retardance difference between
the main LC layer and the compensator layer (which it is
assumed not to change with applied voltage), is given by
DuT ðV; kÞ ¼ DuðV; kÞ  DCðkÞ
¼ ue ðV; kÞ  uo ðkÞ  DCðkÞ:

(18)

In this section, thus, the goal is to experimentally determine
the transfer function gðVÞ of the employed LCR device, and
verify that it can be used to globally predict the voltage
induced changes in both functions ue ðV; kÞ and DuT ðV; kÞ.
The voltage transfer function gðVÞ is obtained by means
of Eq. (11). First, the LCR device is illuminated with linearly
polarized light parallel to the LC director, i.e., along the
extraordinary axis. The measured normalized transmission is
shown in Fig. 7 for voltages V ¼0, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75, 2.00,

FIG. 7. Experimental normalized spectral transmission for the Arcoptix LCR for different applied voltages and input linearly polarized light parallel to the
extraordinary axis. The read arrow indicates the variation in the position of one minimum relative to its location for V ¼ 0. The corresponding curve fits are
shown as continuous lines.
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FIG. 8. Experimental normalized spectral transmission for the Arcoptix LCR in between linear polarizers oriented at 45 to the extraordinary axis. The corresponding curve fits are shown as continuous lines.

2.50, 3.00, and 5.00 V. Note that the spectrum is shifted to
the left as the voltage increases, indicating a reduction of the
extraordinary phase shift. The red arrow indicates the location of one specific minimum, which is located at wavelength k ¼ 633 nm without voltage, and is shifted down to
585 nm for V ¼5 V. Following the oscillations in Fig. 7 at
633 nm, the phase variation for this wavelength can be
derived to be approximately of 3.5p radians.
Next, Fig. 8 shows the measured normalized spectral
transmission when the polarizer analyzer is included, oriented at 45 , and the input polarization is rotated to 45 .
Once again, rapid FP oscillations are superimposed on the
slow sinusoidal function due to the retardance variation.
As the voltage increases, the curve shifts to the left, signaling a reduction of the retardance. Note also that the location of the maxima and minima in these curves makes
possible to easily estimate the total retardance DuT ðV; kÞ,
since at these points it must be an integer value of p
radians.
In all the cases, in Figs. 7 and 8, the numerical fit (continuous lines) is included together with the experimental
data. As mentioned earlier, this fit is done by assuming the
absorption, phase shifts, finesse, and retardances characterization in the off state ðV ¼ 0Þ that were presented in Figs. 5
and 6, and using a single voltage transfer function gðVÞ to
adjust the experimental data through Eqs. (16) and (17). The
numerical curves show an excellent agreement with the experimental data, both in Figs. 7 and 8.

FIG. 9. (a) Voltage transfer function g(V) derived from fitting process. (b)
and (c) Extraordinary phase shift ue ðV; kÞ and total retardance DuT ðV; kÞ
spectral variation for different values of applied voltage.
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The resulting voltage transfer function is presented in
Fig. 9(a), which shows the expected behaviour where gðVÞ
decreases with voltage. Note that it does not reach values
close to zero. This is why the LCR device requires a compensator layer to yield a global zero retardance. Figure 9(b)
displays the corresponding spectral function for the extraordinary phase shift ue ðV; kÞ. Starting from the curve for
V ¼ 0, it gradually approaches the ordinary phase shift
uo ðkÞ as the voltage increases. Finally, the total retardance
DuT ðV; kÞ spectral variation (Eq. (18)) shown in Fig. 9(c)
signals the transition from the off state situation to the zero
retardance case.
V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have presented a simple technique to
spectrally characterize the retardance of a LCR device that
exhibits FP interference effects, which cannot be neglected if
a fine control of the phase or the polarization state is
required. This procedure improves previous reported methods, since not only the device spectral retardance is accurately determined but also the spectral phase shifts in the
ordinary and extraordinary axes are obtained. As a consequence, a full description of the LCR modulation properties
can be achieved.
The characterization procedure of the spectral retardance runs on the basis of a few parameters of a simple
physical device model and consists of two steps. First, a
precise characterization of the device in the off-state is performed. Here, the absorption losses, the ordinary and extraordinary phase shifts, the finesse and the retardance of the
main LC layer and compensator layer are determined as a
function of wavelength. Second, the voltage-dependent
optical modulation properties are described by means of a
single voltage transfer function, gðVÞ, valid in the whole
spectral range of characterization that accounts for both
the variations in the FP interferences and in the total
retardance.
The agreement between the experimental data and the
model predictions is excellent, thus confirming the accuracy
of the proposed model and its usefulness to describe the optical modulation properties, both as a function of wavelength
and applied voltage. The proposed characterization procedure can be very interesting for users of LCR devices not
devoid of FP interference effects, since it provides relevant
information required to their use in advanced and precise optical instrumentation.
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